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BLOOMBREED SCHOOLS HISTORY®

Established in 1998, Bloombreed Schools has grown from a burgeoning nursery and primary school into a
vibrant co-educational institution offering services to learners from the cradle till about seventeen years old
with both Day (Nursery, Primary and High) and Boarding (High) Schools operating as one from two locations.
Our successful evolution has placed us in a distinct position to offer children a smooth and stable transition
in their academic journey as well as assuage every parent’s search for quality education.

Bloombreed Schools is the brainchild of Mrs. Olufunke Sunmonu, fondly called Big Auntie – a seasoned
educator, wife and mother with strong passion for quality education and the desire to inculcate the fear of
God in children which inevitably transforms them into exemplary leaders.

The Chairman of the Board, Sir Mutiu Sunmonu (CON), has chaired lots of innovative, transformative and top-
tier programmes in the school. The Nursery School runs the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) framework.
This framework sets standards for the learning, development and care of the child from birth to age five. It
operates with the principles that every child is unique and that through learning, can be resilient, capable,
confident and self assured.

Children can learn to be strong and independent through positive relationships; create enabling
environments in which their experiences respond to their individual needs and there is a strong partnership
between practitioners and parents or caregivers; cover the education and care of all children including
children with special or added educational needs.
From the inception of the Boarding High School located at Boskel Road, off Aba Expressway, Port Harcourt,
in 2007, the School has committed itself to the provision of academic excellence, quality pastoral life,
physical-mental synergy and spiritual-moral conduct that will position learners to compete with their peers
globally. We take pride in our superior infrastructure, top of the crop educators as well as our peaceful and
secure environments.

THE BLOOMBREED NURSERY AND PRIMARY SCHOOL
The Nursery and Primary schools are operational in the serene and secure Mgbuoba axis of Port Harcourt off
NTA Road. The Bloombreed Nursery and Primary Schools takes pride in superior quality infrastructure
furnished to equip our learners with 21st century skills and a networking advantage.

Our trademark includes a high level of digital literacy, finesse and fine social etiquette in a learning
environment that empowers the mind of every child. Our Nursery School thrives on the EYFS framework
with a blend of the Montessori curriculum (both of which are play based) delivered by seasoned
professionals. The result is a child-centred and intentionally structured programme that makes learning
practical. Each developmental milestone strengthens the children’s social, emotional and cognitive
development.

Our Primary School curriculum comprises the Nigerian and British curriculum with the aim to prepare our
learners for a continuation in a Nigerian secondary school or a British high school.
This hybrid curriculum is driven by IT savvy educators using the Google for education environment with a
high measure of enrichment activities.

In Bloombreed Nursery and Primary Schools, we put the learners at the centre of it all and all decisions are
made with their best interest at heart. Activities within our school are learner centred with every effort put
into achieving laudable feats celebrated.

Our complete school structure is a place to reckon with for your one-stop education needs as we offer a
novel transition void of trauma through our learners’ academic journey. The schools also boast of a rich
feedback system where all concerns are given due attention.


